Chapel Hill) Place your bets. (Jon Gardiner/UNC-Chapel Hill contrasts  with a snowy
recommendations from over 30 retirees from across the
their dependents, to post-retirement resources from UNC that
independent sources of investment advice, to phased-
It addresses "detailed subjects ranging from finding
and procedures for all faculty anticipating retirement, with a,
published
UNC faculty could be "more forgiving and more gracious" when
He also introduced new Provost Chris Clemens, who took office
Carolina has reached its goal of $4.25 million, with 11 months
fund subscriptions. He also reported that the Campaign for
14 that he is directing $2 million to University libraries
Faculty Council: library money
Philosophy department
At UNC is continuing its
The philosophy department can be a source
experiences represented
the company of others. Our
believe it is best practiced in
broad array of disciplines and backgrounds joined the group,
and
faculty meet and discuss how to create an optimal retirement
started a program to let small groups of retired or retiring
RFA members can help us in
spaces for learning,
Collaboration with the
at UNC is continuing its
RFA members. We seek to expand the number of activities
define more ways we can increase interactions with and support
haven't done so already, consider joining The Coalition for
and shared governance. RFA will continue to work with others
engaged, and to speak out to defend academic freedom, equity
It is now more important than ever to remain informed and
change in order to support and defend shared governance at
change.
challenges of today and provide guidance in the continued
time to recognize the too-often-neglected contributions and
continue to play in the shaping and history of the nation. The
the central role they have played and

time to pause, reflect and celebrate
February was Black History Month, a
team at the Friday Center.

support from UNC Digital and Lifelong
grateful that we have still been able to
Although the pandemic caused our plans over the last two years
bring our members programs and to plan for the future of RFA.
contributions RFA members have made and continue to make
anniversary of the pandemic. It's been a long journey. However,